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Swoop creates fast and 
beautiful video sharing. You 
can shift content within mil-
liseconds from your phone 

to a friend’s TV. Media 
bounces from one screen 

to another. Video has never 
been so social. 

The driving idea behind Swoop’s interaction design is to make video and 
other media sharing an interstitial experience for the user -- something 

that can sneak in between two other activities, like reading an email while 
waiting in line for the ATM. 

Swoop only uses gestures to perform video sharing. Users currently have 
to copy-paste a link or enter an email address in a text field. With Swoop, 
the player smoothly shrinks after a long press to continue the video ex-
perience without interruption. The player then unveils a layer behind that 

shows a list of targets.

The user sends the video by dragging and dropping it onto a friend’s 
profile picture – that simple. The video gracefully shrinks as the user ap-
proaches the intended target, which maximizes screen real estate for the 
ongoing interaction. A centered message confirms to the user that the 

video shipped successfully before resuming to a full screen. 

By design, all those interactions can happen in a second.

On the TV, the product has been outlined as a simple horizontal stream 
of videos thumnails mixing content sent by friends or bookmarked by the 

user. This flat design offers quick interaction paths for the user. 

The compact visual design is in line with the product’s discreet behavior. A dark grey 
palette has been chosen to let the content stand out on the screen. Backlighting, drop 

shadows, transparency, and floating UI items have been used to make the interface 
spacious. This confers a “sense of the product” to the user (ie, sending videos through 

the air).

Swoop enhances Jef Raskin’s drag-and-drop operation and introduces a third state: the sus-
pended drag-and-drop. This enables users to release the finger and manipulate the screen 

while keeping the drag operation valid. 

The TV interface has also been fashioned so video can be shared by the 
user in two presses of a button on the remote control.

Designed for Orange – getswoop.comWinter 2011-12

http://www.orange.com
http://getswoop.com


SoundSturm is a SoundCloud experiment. The idea is to offer a streamlined experience 
where favorite tracks can be quickly browsed and added to a playlist. The goal is to give 

people the same delight as using jukeboxes in bars.

The screen has been laid out around a minimalistic grid to serve quick interaction 
paths. The objective was to perform all user interactions from the keyboard (left 
right/up-down) or from a phone (with a mobile version of the SoundSturm web-

site) to provide a new kind of music experience.

The product behavior is intuitive using vertical translation, rotation, fade in. Also 
the queue comes discretely from the top of the screen and keep the main inter-
face visible. The same way, the grid’s scrolling takes advantage of CSS3 ease-in-

out transition. 

A simple philosophy: Content makes the difference. A content-cen-
tric visual design therefore achieves a sharp experience, while neu-
tral colors let the album covers stand out and sustain the interface. 
A strong tone of orange (Pantone Warm Red PC) amends the dark 

grey palette, as a salute to the SoundCloud service. .

Pairing can be tedious for users. SoundSturm creates an organic 
experience with multiple pairing “living” phases, instead of a binary 

state, to create more user-friendly multi-screen interactions. 

The visualisation of the playlist has 
been materialized as a stack of discs to 
please music lovers. The role is to give 
back from the past the visual magic of 
some music experiences. Just like the 

vinyls piled in the living room
 for example.  

User can remote control SoundSturm 
directly from her phone. This way, she 
can add songs on the playlist while 

enjoying the party at the bar. Working 
on top of the Remotes.io platform, the 
phone interface has been outlined to 
disrupt decades of poorly-designed 
hardware. The piece of glass and fo-
cused design aims to provide a light 

and sleek visualisation for a new type 
of remote  control experience.

Soundsturm.com – Built with awesome @callmephil ipFall 2012

http://soundsturm.com
http://twitter.com/callmephilip


Left is your best friend to know how much money 
you have left for the month. 

Left registers daily expenses in two taps and let you 
know how much cash you can spend for gas or for 

the next party.

The interaction paths – of a repeated daily usage – have been condensed by reducing most 
of the interface to two screens. On the first screen, the user sees how much money is left 
in each categoryin the blink of an eye. From there, the user can go straight to a view of an 

expense category with a double-tap.

Expenses are the strategic product input. So the user task “adding an expense” has been 
designed to be as frictionless as possible. In a tap, user calls the “Add Expense” screen. There, 

user swipes to define the amount and chose a label from a list. No keyboard, no numeric 
pad, it has to be fast and eas

The visual design follows a sharp minimalism to keep the lean 
experience of the product. Also the color palette uses only 

three tones (two variations of grey and a dominant color) for 
the whole application. Often an anxiety-producing red is used 
to show negative data, here a fresh pink color (Pantone 1797 

C) was chosen.

Left mimics the way cell systems works.  The interface reorganize  itselfs as the number of 
categories/expenses increases. The objective is to give “life” to the product and make the 

product more user-friendly. It also adds dynamic and provide a clean user experience.

The ultimate goal of Left is to be the best friend for 
people’s expenses. Left includes short messages and 

appropriate advises based on the data from the previous 
months and current user behavior.

Budget management is not only raw 
figures on a surface. It affects  peo-

ple’s live.

Hence a touch of affective
 interaction design has been added 
with four different types of smileys. 
They change according to the level 

of cash left in the category.

Building this with crispy-crisp @blurr yworldIn progress

https://twitter.com/blurryworld


Regarding the next Apple TV, stacking up a multitude of video 
applications won’t be enough. The TV metaphor can’t be missing.

Interestingly, TV as an experience carries an invisible order of 
conceptions in the collective memory.

The surgeon of this past century would see in TV an incredible 
sum of established patterns: video content is shown in few sec-
onds (i); all the TV channels are accessible with a relative same 
amount of friction (ii); video is mostly in full screen (iii); user 
goes from one video to another (iv); and TV pushes video to the 
user (v). 
After all, the “traditional” TV experience can be defined as the 
combination of the following symbolic elements:

(i) path to content is infinitesimal,
(ii) path to content is uniform across the device,
(iii) content is preeminent on the screen,
(iv) content is the starting and the ending point,
(v) content is driven to the user.

{Blog} And That’s Why Apple Will Have To Make A TV App

More @makeitsleek.tumblr.com

This what makes TV something unique: universally fluid and im-
mediate, truly content-centric and straightforward, for any type 
of video, anywhere. Silo-ed video applications don’t deliver the 
same magic inherently. In addition, most of video applications 
differ substantially from the TV user etiquette described above. 
Applications don’t always show directly a video content after 
launching (against i). The interaction model is never the same 
(ii). Too many times, content is displayed in a reduced window 
(iii) and only transient to the user experience (iv). User select 
and choose the content with some effort (v).

In short, applications offer a great new type of consumption but 
they complicate things. They have settings, categories, lists, cate-
gories of lists, lists of categories, metadata that are many eternal 
choices to the user. 

No, the next disruptive TV experience can’t be a sequence of apps, 
hyperfragmented and which would obliterate the traditional TV 
rituals.

Ironically, Apple will have to be conservative in order to be disrup-
tive on the TV market.

Apple will need to fool the users to the point they think nothing 
has changed while everything has. Certainly, there is a cardinal 
need for changing established practices about delivery and 
consumption of TV shows. Still Apple will have to consider the TV 
metaphor in all its magnificence, with its decorum of habits that 
have embroidered the video experience over the past 60 years. An 
innovation mutatis mutandis.

A part of the solution may be to arrange TV shows in a similar 
approach of what has been done with podcasts in iTunes – or in 
their new Podcast app. No matter the publisher, the audience, 
their length, all podcasts are delivered the same way to the user 
along a content-centric design. Media are aligned, easy to browse 
and quick to access. Following such a design, the distance between 
users and TV content would be minimized and, most importantly, 
normalized. Content would be the focal. With some tweaks, it 
would recreate this primitive TV magic.

All the challenge of the next Apple TV is on erecting this colossal 
tower of Babel where the application world and TV cultural codes 
talk to each other. This is about to make the TV metaphor thick 
enough, solid and gracile, on the next device to be eloquent 
to everyone and break the languishing TV innovation from the 
bottom-up.

Apple will need to fool the users 
to the point they think nothing has 

changed while everything has.

http://makeitsleek.tumblr.com


{Patent} Enhanced User Interface to Transfer Media Content

Application published at the European Patent Office under the reference EP2511813, October 2012


